
Haemorrhoid 
Multi-Band Ligator
Haemoband-PLUS
Automatic Reloading Technology
Single-use



The Innovative design includes:
GREEN MOULDED BANDS – These have been developed 
from our unique composite material specifi cally designed 
to ensure consistent performance as well as an extended 
shelf life. The individually moulded bands roll off more 
easily, eliminating twisting and ensuring a more reliable 
release and secure fit onto the tissue.

TRANSPARENT SUCTION NOZZLE – The clarity of 
the see-through tip maximises visibility throughout the 
procedure, positioned at the tip of a slim 120mm insertion 
probe.

PRE-LOADED WITH 4 BANDS – The device is clean and 
ready-to-use immediately from the packaging, without 
the need to load any new bands. The device automatically 
reloads an additional 3 bands for ligation of up to three 
haemorrhoids, with the fourth band as spare.

MULTI-ACTION HANDLE – The innovative handle 
controls the suction, fires and reloads the bands. A new 
stepped line guides the user through each stage of the 
application.



Clinically Efficient
Haemoband-PLUS is clinically very effi 
cient. Its multi-action handle means you 
only need one hand to control suction, 
release, and reload bands. This leaves the 
other hand free to hold a proctoscope and 
allows the user to work alone. The design 
of Haemoband-PLUS also allows for much 
more accurate applications, reducing the 
need for additional procedures.

Easier & Faster
The gun is pre-loaded, already clean and 
can be used single-handed. The time 
taken for a typical ligation procedure is 
reduced from 20 minutes to between 
2 and 4 minutes for the banding of 
up to 3 haemorrhoids. This not only 
improves patient comfort considerably, 
but its disposability negates the risk of 
crosscontamination.

Ready-To-Use
The Haemoband-PLUS gun is ready to use 
straight from the airtight, clean bag. There 
are no additional parts, and the only extra 
equipment you need is a proctoscope and 
standard hospital suction.

Cost Effective
The Haemoband-PLUS is one of the most 
cost effective multi-ligators available. It is a 
Single- Use device and therefore eliminates 
the additional costs associated with 
multiuse devices.

Gold Standard Treatment
There are a wide range of options available in the 
treatment of Haemorrhoids; depending on the 
severity of the condition these range from simple 
dietary advice to aggressive surgical intervention. 
Minimally invasive, outpatient procedures are 
obviously preferred by patients.

Rubber Band Ligation using the Haemoband-PLUS 
device is highly regarded by patients and clinicians 
alike, as an efficient and safe treatment for 
symptomatic 1st -3rd degree haemorrhoids.

The procedure can be performed on an outpatient 
basis and is proven to be straightforward, easy and 
economical.

Key Benefits:
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How To Use:
Step 1:
Attach suction using the universal applicator at 
the bottom of the handle.

Step 4:
Release! When the trigger is completely released
a new band will be automatically reloaded and ready 
for the next band application.

Step 3:
When tissue is secured, press the trigger to 
its fi nal position - this will release the band onto
the targeted haemorrhoid.

Step 2:
Press the trigger to the fi rst marked line to induce 
suction - this will draw the desired tissue
into the nozzle.


